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“the first books illustrated with original photographs provided a forum for untried talents, new publishers, new illustrators and many of them were the first evidence of a new esthetic.”

British literature up to 1875 – Focus on salt paper prints and albumen prints

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/33447/33447-h/33447-h.html#toc6
A Scene in a Library
Digitizing Photography Incunabula

The Getty Research Institute is digitizing and making freely available online some of the world's earliest books illustrated by photographs
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Though little known today, English chemist Humphrey Davy was an important figure in the history of photography. He and his collaborator, Thomas Wedgwood, were among the first to capture pictures of nature using light. They were able to obtain silhouettes on light-sensitized paper, but the results were ephemeral—they had no way to make them permanent.
Currently 86 titles have been grouped as *Photography Incunabula (Getty Research Institute)*
Lallier, Justin. *Album contemporain, contenant les biographies sommaires de trois cents des principaux personnages de notre époque*. Paris: Rue Vivienne, 18, 1866.
Google search *incunabula photography internet archive*

Potentially to search photography incunabula from different institutions

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47d9-5c67-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99/book?parent=0ebcaa80-c6e1-012f-b037-58d385a7bc34#page/1/mode/thumb
Photography Incunabula are collected also by the J.Paul Getty Museum, Department of Photographs (DOP)
Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) Term “Photography Incunabula” was just created by the Getty Vocabulary Program